Tech News EIC Bloody Mess

Tech News Editor Rich Grab was mercilessly attacked and beaten in a robbery attempt yesterday as he was leaving the fraternity quad on his way to practice for the football team. The assailants appeared from the direction of the HUB.

The gang struck with lightning rapidity, throwing Grab to the ground and ramming through his pockets, evidently in search of valuables. Finding no money (obviously) the thugs took Grab's fraternity, typewriter, ribbon, and shirt, and scattered back to the depths of the campus.

Following the attack, which occurred on the corner of 36th and Wabash, Grab staggered back to the top house where he collapsed in a pool of blood in the house's vestibule. After an hour, Grab was airlifted directly to the Mercy hospital where he was treated for additional wounds.

Currently convalescing, Grab, upon questioning, made the statement that he could not understand the attack. "I don't have any money in the world," Grab kept saying over and over again "I don't have any enemies in the world." Doctors say that Grab is beginning to recover as the last statement made by him before surgery indicates a return to reality.

Everything points to the fact that the assault was a random act of violence, described as an efficient and well-organized inside job. The attackers went to a store, found a man and his wife, and attacked him directly at his home. It appears that this attack is the result of a personal vendetta and to examine it along these lines we have to turn to Grab's early childhood experiences.

Upon questioning, Grab's mother stated that she could not understand the attack on her son for he "does not have any enemies in the world." Grab's father was a little more realistic when he stated that "considering that my son doesn't have a friend in the world, he was lucky he was attacked by only one man as many people as he was.

Mr. Grab continued, "my son was what you might call the laughing stock of the neighborhood. Everybody picked on him and of course this just disturbed him quite a bit."

The queerest part of the whole attack was the fact that the things were stolen. Although it has been stated that valuables were the point of the attack, the attackers seemed quite satisfied with Grab's editorial pen, typewriter, ribbon, and shirt. It is hard to believe that these articles could be of any use to anyone but Grab and that...

(Continued on page 4)

Power Failure Widens Tech Students' Social Life; B & G Entertains at Cable Repairing Ceremony

ITT's campus was blessed last Monday with a power failure which proved to be a blessing in disguise for the socially oriented members of the 1741 resident community. As a consequence of the darkness, fraternity and dorm residents alike were forced to seek light and heat in the HUB which was maintained open as a refuge. Those who remained east of the tracks were treated to the spectacle of B & G repairing the break.

In the HUB, the campus residents discovered that they had not discovered many wonderful "new" facilities of the HUB which had been kept from them by the pages of tech issues of Technology News and in dust laden corners of the memory of the HUB staff.

Among these treasures was the TV room, until now unknown except by one or two pairs of Techs and Coeds. This room was, for the first time, filled to Standing Room Only proportions, as everyone gathered to watch "The Man from UNCLE." This crowd also discovered that this room doubled as a steam bath since the ventilation system was not working.

At the site of the repairs, students were entertained by about one dozen employees of B & G who spent twelve hours doing a job which was estimated by a reliable source to accumulate five hours of the month.

Among the acts which appeared was "Who Hid the Electricians Tools," "To Splice or Not to Splice," and "Coffee Break." The last of these acts had the greatest duration.

Big Contest! 'Find a Cop' And You Win

"Find a Campus Cop" contest was announced yesterday by ITSA. Prizes for the winners will be: first prize, a completely outfitted African safari delivered to the winner's door step; second prize, two truckloads of Swiss pasta, thoroughly milled, and third prize, money.

Commenting on the contest, Don Fossum, president of ITSA said, "The purpose of this contest is to acquaint the students with some of the more fascinating corners of the campus to make a difficult search.

Rules of the contest offer no restrictions. Students and faculty members may participate using any method they please—radio, mail, and personal.

Prizes are awarded if someone finds a cop when he needs one.

Picture of Quadrangle taken last Monday during the power failure.

Dr. Ivan Goodlan Eulogizes Beauty of Campus Fountain

A lecture delivered to a group of outdoor design students sponsored by Dr. Ivan Goodlan, noted designer, turned into a lecture on the architectural and functional beauty of the campus fountain.

"The most important element of many fountains is the gentle ripple and flow of the water as it shoots up into the air. The water is the most impressive element of the fountain," Dr. Ivan Goodlan stated.

The fountain will be renowned by people the world over and will be ranked among the best in the world as the tallest ever built. Dr. Ivan Goodlan said that the fountain will raise the height so that all could see and hear him.

"The water is water," said Dr. Ivan Goodlan, "the fountain functions all the year round making it the only outdoor fountain in the Chicago area." Dr. Goodlan then explained that the fountain was inspired by Fountains of Buckingham Hall, and elaborated on it: "Why is it so important to control these fountains?" Dr. Ivan Goodlan said that it should have a wider audience to enjoy the beauty and to feel the presence of the fountain.

"It is a structure which will never cease to add beauty to this little corner of the world."

Mention Of Payola Stiffed At Coed Queen Interview

Miss L. Rhythm, ITT co-ed, who was adjourned Miss America Contest, after being chosen Miss Illinois in a beauty pageant last summer, has decided to set up her crowns to return to the exciting life of the intellectual community at ITT. Miss Rhythm, in an exclusive interview to the London Times, Manchester Guardian and the Tribune, said that she has decided to forego the publicity, travel, and excitement for a "liberal education."

Miss Rhythm was chosen from a bevy of beauties on campus to represent ITT at the Miss America Contest, after being chosen Miss Illinois in a beauty pageant. After being chosen Miss Illinois, Miss Rhythm went to Atlantic City for the "finale," where she entered into the national competition. Miss Rhythm encountered no speciality of paying Berkeleyn 5th Symphony on a koozie while standing on her head and directing a universal solvent solution.

Close to Atlantic City, Miss Rhythm encountered her stiffest...
TN Editorial Board Argues
Return To Conservative Dress

We, the editorial board of Tech News, have been crusading against many things: look banning was one, grade banning another. Now we have decided to crusade on clothes banning.

New We don’t advocate no clothes, although the idea has occurred to us. City ordinances forbid parades without licenses and we are afraid of the scenes a naked Techsick might provoke. However, we do advocate banning of certain types of apparel.

Technews wear no specific type of clothes to show school unity. This obviously is because the school has not taken the initiative in declaring a mode of dress. The pseudoscholarly Dorn student wears suit; the first form is also distinctive. Besides that his clothes are odd sweatsuits and torn shorts. In fact the only one not protesting society is our commuter. He is entirely possible that, they just don’t realize that society exists. They dress as they did in grammar school.

With all this variation in clothes it is a wonder that we think as closely aligns us to do everyone anti-administration. Because of our modern surrounding and buildings the only type of dress appropriate is that of the swinging Sixties.

To do: you should not wear anything except a taffeta outfit; if you don’t have one don’t wear anything. Long jewelry as long hair is in, wonderful.

Editor’s Comment

As we set out for the spring semester, we, the Tech News staff, have been warned that the new issue will be dominated by news items. We have been told that the new issue will be a departure from the usual style of Tech News, which is known for its in-depth analysis and coverage of important issues.

We are excited about the new direction and believe that the new issue will be a refreshing change. We are also looking forward to the new photo policy, which allows for more creative and diverse coverage of campus life.

Please check out the new issue, which will be available soon. Thanks for reading Tech News.

BON Sets The Example
For All of IIT to Follow

IIT is known for its many unrecognized organizations, such as TKE, BON, Black Knights and ITSA. It is time that these worldwide organizations come out and be recognized.

TKE, Black Knights and ITSA have received much publicity in the past and restoration is necessary but not new. We fear for our lives. However, we do not mention BON.

BON is a very important part of the IIT community. For these unrecognized clubs, who are not familiar with BON, we are known as Beavers or Nothing. We can’t print their other meanings.

BON is a drinking fraternity, and God knows we need that on campus. Besides that they are all great drinking pals as long as they can stay on the

Tech News to Embark on New Course Patterned After Tabloid Sensationalism

The first issue of Volume 78 of Tech News had a new look. This was meant to be symbolic of what was hoped would be a new, more dynamic, more controversial way of doing things. Well, we found that it was not sufficient, and in today’s Tech News, you will find another example of innovation. The paper on which this issue is printed is yellow (as you haven’t noticed) and this represents the complete upheaval that is taking place in today’s Tech News.

Too long has Tech News been a prime example of staid, conservative journalism. Too long have their bland pages said nothing more than, “We reported.” We are introducing a new photo policy and the introduction of several new sections. The first section to be instituted begins on page three of this issue. On page two you will see an incomplete news story.

Also in line with our new policy, we are instituting several other attractions. These include a new news section, and the introduction of several new sections. The first section to be instituted begins on page three of this issue. On page two you will see an incomplete news story.

The problem will be for you to make up your own faces and details to fill the spaces. The completed stories should be submitted, and the best of these will be run in our next issue. The winner will receive a monetary prize, and the brunt of any libel suits incurred.

BON sets the example for all of IIT to follow. Speaking of drinks, did you ever see to you that bar stools are a hazard to the safety of beer drinkers? IIT students find difficulty in sipping on the nicely padded seats and end up on the dirty, sweat-stained floors. Wine is expensive. And most drinks don’t go well with anything except just being in bars.

Speaking of BON, the editorial board of Tech News has discovered the real reason the beer-related books that BON members carry. The books are leftovers from the organic labs.

Speaking of champagne, there is a rumor going around campus that the chem 111 lab is making drinkable alcohol and throwing wild parties during class. This is to be verified upon unless BON members are present.

Hey, this brings us back to BON. BON-ers have obviously been seeking recognition for years. If you don’t believe this come to the quadrangle sometime on Thursday, or should we say early morning, and hear them as they stroll, crawl, or whatever type of motive power they can do back to their house.

These nights are the highlights of a pledge’s life on campus for now they can get even with brothers who have not been co-operative. Best of all, few brothers remember what happened the next morning.

Another attempt made by the unrecognized fraternity to be recognized was the decoration of Probation Rock not long ago.

Finally if BON is recognized maybe we will open the card room and get intoxicated also.
Letters to the Editor

Readers Express Deep Love For Grass, EIC, Tech News, Garbage

Dear EIC,

I have not been receiving copies of Technology News since we renewed our subscription agreement during recent weeks. Could you please inform me if there is any reason for this?

Montgomery Boycott

Dear Montgomery Boycott,

I always make it a point to read your wonderful paper as soon as it comes out. The first page I turn to is always the editorial page, the one with your picture on it. And I always read your editorial first because you always have so much to say.

After I've read it I cut it out and put it in my scrapbook so that I will always have it to look back on and remember. Did you know that I have 37 pictures of you? Now you may think that that is impossible because you haven't published that many stories (I know) but some of them are good.

You're not the bandwagon I've ever seen but it's like they say about crying. They say that if you cry hard enough you begin to laugh. Well, that's like you! You're so ugly that you're beginning to look handsome.

I don't know how to say this but I sort of have a crush on you. I had almost as if I knew you personally. I've only seen your picture every week like I do. And although I'm only fourteen years old, will you marry me?

Love, Pat Mitchell

Dear Pat Mitchell,

Grass is to walk on. I like the feeling of cool green blades between my toes. I'm the kind of girl who likes to walk barefoot on the grass. The smell of grass is something that I carry with me everywhere I go.

And I don't think that grass is just a lawn. It's a whole world of its own. It's a place where you can dream and imagine and just be yourself.

By having this coffee hour, Stuart, the student body's liberal arts representative, I think we're fulfilling one of his election promises, that is, to further communications between faculty and students and to help the students with any problems that may arise with respect to the Liberal Arts College.

T. Bear

Dear T. Bear,

I have been reading your paper for quite a time now and have found it immensely refreshing and think one of the finest things about it is the paper upon which it is printed.

This paper is of such high quality that many things can't run through it and this property lends itself to the use of your fine paper for the wrapping of garbage. If you want an endorsement you can quote me on that after switching to Technology News my garbage cans have lasted more than two months longer. Your fine work has saved me a lot of money already.

Not only is Technology News free which means I don't have to go out and buy the Sun Times or the Tribune, but I use less of your paper anyway. I'll certainly buy your paper at 21 cents per point and bring you good mail.

Yours truly,

P. Fisher
Steam Shovel
It Digs The Dirt
by the Phantom

Barney Weisman, an IIT night school student, admitted today being Samuel Finch, Barney, or one of his former neighbors of him from Syosset, New York, was an enemy. Mr. Weisman said, "When I first saw him I could barely believe my eyes. All of us back home thought that he had died on one of his foolish trips to the rainforests of Africa."

He had last been seen twenty years ago with a tribe of cannibalistic natives and after that he was never seen again. His body was never found. At a first Barney denied everything. But he finally broke after nine months of intense questioning by IIT's super police force which, it is reported, said they would force him to take the EK team if he didn't talk.

It was disclosed that this was not the first time that Samuel Finch has disappeared. Samuel Finch has disappeared four times and has a total of five wives and three children. This time for the reason for all of this Samuel said: "I don't like to stay around one place too long. I come and go as I please."

IIT student James Penrose, a senior from Thursday night for imprisoning a campus police officer. He was apprehended while standing doing nothing.

The nature of the students on campus has been of great concern to the administration. A raid made Thursday night on computer hall revealed five male and seven female students in one room, completely undressed in the act of (continued on next page).

Contest Begins: Write Your Own News

Last night's ITSA meeting started with its usual formalities. After the minutes were read from the last meeting and approved, the Board moved into old business.

The first item to be discussed was the determination of ITSA's relationship to the administration.

Immediately, the great pooled talent Co-rep John Jonas in order to obtain speaking rights. Of course the board took no action.

Administration Announces
New Courses for the Fall

In trying to keep up with modern educational philosophies, the administration has announced the addition of the following courses to the various curricula next semester.

For anyone interested we are printing course titles, locations, and descriptions where needed. For further details contact the administration.

HUB most anytime
Power Transmission 001—Quadrant,
10:00-11:00 am too many minutes per year.
Detective Comics 929—Duprees,
8:00 pm

Class meets three times a year
Neutrophil Metaphysics 299—299 Men's Room,
9:00-5:00 Mon. Nightly

Tea Leaf Reading 020—BOG,
After a long, winter's
Principles of Irrigation 201

This immediately caused
to the motion. The motion was tabled. This first small incident was a pre view of the chaos to follow during the meeting.

By the time new business was opened, had — and was causing great
tension.

The back of 3096 HUB. The first motion was brought up by — and his newly formed
steam shoveling group.

However, this show of passed as
dramatic a glass of

steam pressure

steaming continued.

However, at the end of the meeting,
the motion being brought up all evening, stayed unresolved.

The 3096 room had now caused to form a counter group in the adjacent room 3096 HUB.

They brought up the next motion.

This motion, which was called the — and again caused
steam to rise.

The glass trick worked again, however, it was obvious that this could not last long.

Since two motions that
each other were coming on the floor, Esmond — ruled that the motions would be taken later.

This caused a furor
and his group.

Esmond again ruled that the second motion was adjourned the meeting amidst the battles of hands and the slopping of — glass trick did not work.

Esmond was, then, the meeting after the meeting.

Computer Center
Plans Expansion

The Computer Center is presently developing massive expansion plans for its computer facilities, according to Dr. P. Lyke, IBSYS Director. Topmost among these plans is the hiring of an extra eighty-five secretaries.

These young ladies would handle such jobs as keeping the operators busy while the COBOL is working on the instantaneous loops, making sure that the hand-writing program is correct, and overall the horde of high school students who menace the System.

In an effort to offset the smooth workings of the computer, the Center is also obtaining an automatic plotter. This will enable it to accommodate the pressure of students and contractors to get in's in time, and, commented Dr. Lyke's Assistant Dr. Schmich, will encourage further use of the Center, thus further need for secretaries, further, etc.

At the present time, under the government of Busby Becker, the COBOL handles several programs per day under a simple job aid system that permits utmost flexibility and control and assures rapid and complete processing of all programs regardless of length, color, national background, or sex. It also assures immediate processing for all systems work and all programs written for, or for operation and programmers.

Wanted: Strong, intelligent, young men, must be at least 21 years of age, able to drive a car, able to keep secrets, able to type, or at least 100 wpm.

By All Means, Apply to Student Office.

For Sale: $50, 300, 500, Needs work. Will sell for $25 if in working order.

For Sale: $150, 300, 500, Needs work. Will sell for $25 if in working order.

For Sale: $100, 200, 300, Needs work. Will sell for $25 if in working order.

For Sale: $50, 200, 300, Needs work. Will sell for $25 if in working order.

For Sale: $300, 500, 1000, Needs work. Will sell for $25 if in working order.

For Sale: $500, 200, 300, Needs work. Will sell for $25 if in working order.
Rick Butkus To Enter IIT

His name, Rick Butkus, is synonymous with great linebackers, and that's why he is making the move from Notre Dame to IIT. Butkus, a two-time All-American, will be a key player for the Fighting Irish this season. He is expected to lead the team to its first national championship.

Deltas Win Over TX

To End 1F Basketball

The Delta Fraternity has been on a roll this season, and they showed no signs of slowing down in their latest game against Texas. Despite a strong showing from their opponents, the Deltas emerged victorious with a final score of 65-52. The win puts them solidly in the running for the conference championship.

Technology Sports
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Planning Board

Finally Gives

Full Report

On New Gym

The Planning Board has approved the construction of a new gym on campus. The new facility will feature state-of-the-art equipment and will provide a much-needed space for students to engage in physical activity. The board has also recommended that the gym be designed to accommodate a range of activities, from basketball to weightlifting.

WORK IN EUROPE

This card will save you money on Summer vacation

(30% Off from your S.A.A.C.)

Get one free from your S.A.A.C.
GAS NOW — WASH LATER PLAN
WITH 150 EXTRA 4-H STAMPS
OR PLUS 50 EXTRA 4-H STAMPS
FREE

Grub Attackers Revealed
(Continued from page 1)
may indeed have been the whole purpose of the attack.
For without an editorial pencil
Grub could not write editorials,
and without a typewriter ribbon
Grub could not type editorials,
and if Grub did not write or type editorials then Technology News
could not print editorials written
or typed by Grub and think of
that. And this is what really
leads us to believe that it was an
inside job. For a list of those
who compose the bulk of this
beloved crime see the masthead.
The most amazing part of
the whole affair is that two days after
the attack Grub's shirt was
returned, washed.

IBM Training Program
new computer

Join IBM’s

Troy, New York — IBM’s
computer training program


Fuel and Energy Economics
ITT Hosts Symposium Over
167 Hosts Symposium Over
The Administration has announced the beginning of two new projects. One will install a "first comes, first served" system with regard to the locked parking facilities on the corner of 3rd and Webster. The other deals with a complete overhaul of an old policy. There will be no classes held on Easter Sunday.

**New Physics Lab Policy**

**Explanation**

Tom Thompson worked challenging work.

Cord Zella Hindemayer offers rose to postman who has just delivered her Tech News.
Tower to House New Quarters for Enlarged IIT Publications Facilities

For the last year a twenty story building has been under construction at the north end of campus. Up until now, this building, sometimes referred to as the IITRI building, under the impression that it was recently discovered, was the false impression that the building is to house IITRI administrative offices.

According to a statement made this week by the IIT development office, the structure is actually planned for use by IIT publications as offices and work space.

Facilities within the building will include newly carpeted offices for IIT publications, meeting rooms for Publications Board members and publication editors. The upper three floors will be devoted to editing and broadcasting equipment for WTTI which, as of next semester, will begin full-time, year-round AM, FM and television on a city-wide basis.

Also housed in the building will be offices and printing equipment for Tech News and Integral. Tech News is undertaking a weekly publication of twenty pages starting in September with plans for becoming a weekly on the drawing board.

Integral will be published twice weekly and will be available free of charge to the student body.

The Daily will also have new offices and will become a twice yearly publication. Computers are being purchased for the office to facilitate more rapid and complete handling of necessary data.